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Virtually Historical: Performing 
Dark Tourism Through Alternate 

History Games 

Chloe Anna Milligan 

History, for many a tourist, is settled. Dark tourism, similar to its lighter 
shade of commercial travel, attempts to recreate that history to help 
tourists understand it by visiting its locales. But where history remains 
rooted in canonized past, and dark tourism wrecked in the remains of its 
physical geographies, a different kind of virtual dark tourism allows 
"tourists" to go where the world cannot take them-even where the world 
itself never went. Virtual dark tourism opens the possibility that alternate 
histories can be important complements to actual history. Video games . 
may participate in that virtual exploration by not only creating rich 
alternate histories but featuring their users as agents within those time
lines. Games operate on not just narrative, but what game studies schol

arship calls "ludicity." Ludie "from Latin ludus: game or play,"1 game 
studies scholar Astrid Ensslin explains, refers to texts that incorporate 
"semiotic multimodality, rule-drivenness, playability, relative agency, and 
interactive variability."2 In other words, games can be played, and when 
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their narratives are therefore. playable, we participate in what game
developer and critic Clint Hocking calls the “ludonarrative.” Combining
game studies and dark tourism research demonstrates how dark tourism
can be ludonarrative, and how games as virtual dark tourism can be
performative.4An analysis of alternate history games that highlights their
performances of dark tourism offers game studies a distinct practice for
theorizing what game studies scholar Alexander Galloway calls game’
“social realism,”5 and offers dark tourism an avenue through which to
gauge its historical function via representations ofwhat “could have been”
historical.

Alternate history games often present disturbing divergent timelines
that “tourists” can play. Ken Levine’s Bioshock and Bioshock Infinite, for
example, take place in the violent ruins of science fictional cities, each set
in past technological moments that could not plausibly support the dark
advances their games depict. The unfeasible horrors of these alternate
versions of 1960 and 1912, respectively, offer players imagined evidence
of the havoc that uglier hypercapitalist, racist, and oppressive values of
early twentieth-century America would wreak unchallenged. On the
opposite side of the historical timeline, the Fallout franchise, especially
once revived by Bethesda Game Studios, fathoms a twenty-third century
ofnuclear apocalypse. Beginning in a deviated timeline from our recorded
past, Fallout imagines an America stagnating culturally in the mid-
century modern values and aesthetics of the 1950s, exploring unprece
dented scientific advancement in “atompunk” technologies, and
eventually destroying itself in nuclear war with China Its alternate
historical future thus creates for players a dystopian world full of the
ashes of utopian promises.

The worlds imagined by these titles are virtually historical, in both
senses of the word “virtual”: they are imagined via immersive digital
media, and they are virtually imaginable, drawing on the term’s other
meaning of “nearly” or “almost.” These games present almost-histories.
Therefore, dark tourism can be a gaming opportunity that creates spaces
in which we can explore the violent trajectories that our almost-histories
may have taken. Furthermore, we can discover through games where
those histories brush the negative borders that canonical history
approached too closely By contrasting the Bioshock series’ foray into our

fictionalized past against the Fallout series’ foray into our fictionalized

jture, we can explore where these gaming franchises find roots in the

facts between. Performing dark tourism through alternate history games

involves the player in another side of the historical: the virtually

historical.

From Virtual to “Virtual”

Virtual dark tourism does not have to stop at the digital representation of
what has already happened. What has already happened is anyway a blur

at best, according to Walter Benjamin. He argues, “The true picture of

the past flits by. The past can be seized only as an image which flashes up

at the instant when it can be recognized and is never seen again .... For
every image of the past that is not recognized by the present as one of its
own concerns threatens to disappear irretrievably.”6If these “images of
the past” are not preserved in the present, then tourism’s historical explo
ration ends up with nothing to tour. Lutz Kaelber explains what the
virtual offers dark tourism. “Traumascapes”—what Kaelber defines as
“sites of atrocity”—often are “difficult to reach, have been substantially
altered, or no longer exist.”7The virtual, where the actual has been erased,
offers a solution: “For visiting a physically obliterated traumascape that is
difficult or even impossible to access physically, pilgrims and tourists can
engage in alternative, technologically mediated appropriations of darkest
tourism sites.”8Virtual dark tourism helps those interested to reach infa
mous locations beyond physical reach because, according to tourist
studies scholars Michael Bowman and Phaedra Pezzulo, tourists have
always been drawn to sites where death has occurred.9

Dark tourism locations draw crowds through their traumatic intima
tion that “something happened here,” so tourists come to see what
remains of the terrible happening. Yet when all that is left are memories,
virtual dark tourism puts people in touch with what they cannot reach.
Users “tour” virtual sites and still find ways to witness the histories these
sites offer so that the stories become part of a collective memory. In fact,
virtual avenues into dark tourism more effectively allow users to be part
of what they witness, a desire increasing alongside the rise of memory “as
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the word most commonly paired with history.”° Speaking to this desjre
Kerwin Lee Klein posits, “Memory appeals to us partly because it project:
an immediacy we feel has been lost from history.”11 Virtual dark tourism
makes history more immediate than ever, when memory becomes a
process we actively participate in, especially through gaming spaces. Yet
when games like BioShock and Fallout 3 present bleak alternate histories
Klein’s claim that “memories shaped by trauma are the most likely to
subvert totalizing varieties of historicism”2 finds creative subversion
Trauma theory scholar Susannah Radstone elucidates what trauma mearij
for memory: “The subject of trauma theory is characterized by that which
it does not know/remember.”13The trauma of alternate history is that it
presents a historical memory no one remembers. Gaming alternate time-
lines affords players the power to trace that memory-without-remembran
to its historical tensions, to better understand our own historical memory
from its points of divergence.

Virtual dark tourism, therefore, can venture into the darker possibili
ties of what may have been or will be. The BioShock and Fallout series
both take up these potentialities, which contribute to their alternate
histories as gaming spaces for players to explore. In these games, history
provides the backdrop to their violently different settings where its
counterfactuals are transmogrified into worst-case scenarios. These coun
terfactuals map onto historical memory through trauma where players
get to experience what cannot be remembered, for “testimony (to trauma)
demands a witness.”4Playing these games means witnessing their trau
mas, for both alternate histories feature the darkest science fictional
horrors that only virtual dark tourism could survey: not just what cannot
be remembered, but what no one should have to remember. Sarah Clift
states that “memory has thus been given the task of creating a better
future by virtue of past events that must remain passed—that is, located
safely in the past.”5BioShock and Fallout differ in that the former’s events
never happened and the latter’s have not yet occurred—but their shared
“future” is our present, where we should be contemplating how these
what-ifs reflect our what-happened. Fredric Jameson suggests that “to
read the present as history,” we must adopt “a Science-Fictional perspective
of some kind,”6 which matches well the fantastical plots of these

ematically resonant games. To read the present as history means to
explore through virtual dark tourism how our timeline scrapes the borders

0f these alternate horrors.
Immersive realistic gameplay helps extend dark tourism into a virtual

consideration of what “almost” occurred, calling on the other definition

0f “virtual.” These games virtually depict, meaning simulate through
software, the virtually historical, what almost “could have happened.”
That “almost” highlights an important distinction regarding the “real” in
gaming. Alexander Galloway distinguishes “realistic-ness” from “realism,”
claiming the terms are “most certainly not the same thing.”7He writes,
“If they were the same, realism in gaming would just be a process of
counting the polygons and tracing the correspondences .... Realistic-ness
is important, to be sure, but the more realistic-ness takes hold in gaming
the more removed from gaming it actually becomes, relegated instead to
simulation or modelling.”8Galloway’s point suggests that when virtual
dark tourism involves gaming alternate timelines, “simulation or model
ling” becomes inadequate. Games should, Galloway argues, strive for
realism, which “often arrives in the guise of social critique.”9But realism,
for Galloway, is not the “social critique” of alternate history on a thematic
dimension—it is social critique built into action. “Realism in gaming is a
process of revisiting the material substrate of the medium and establish
ing correspondences with specific activities existent in the social reality of
the gamer,” in Galloway’s estimation.2°In other words, the actions of
thumbs, the pressing of buttons, et cetera that comprise gaming experi
ences must similarly feature and matter within the games themselves.

BioShock and Fallout provide action-oriented, high-intensity gaming
experiences, featuring science fictional horrors, so realism on both narra
tive and gameplay components sounds suspect at first. But reflecting
upon her own play-through of Fallout 3, Sara Mosberg Iversen explains
that interfacing with the game’s Pip-Boy 3000 device to keep track of her
character’s health, equipment, game maps, notes, and more feels like her
real job: “Just as I do when carrying out my actual work, a great deal of
time in P3’s world is spent tabbing between various menus in order to
access information which ... may all be seen as residing securely with the
diegesis presented by the game.”2’ BioShock likewise features character
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